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### Diploma thesis assignment

**Difficulty evaluation of the diploma thesis assignment.**

The main aim of thesis was to experimentally evaluate power number dependence on Reynolds number for mechanically agitated systems with central mixing systems without baffles for various types of impellers, their geometrical set-up and for two different liquids, i.e. water and glycerine.

### Fulfilment of thesis’s assignment
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The main tasks are discussed in individual chapters and subchapters. The tasks of thesis were therefore fulfilled.
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### Professional level
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Assess the expertise level of thesis, using knowledge gained from the study of scientific literature, documentation and utilization of data obtained from practice.

The professional level of the text itself and all the performed analysis are at basic acceptable level without interpretations as demanded.

### Formal and language level
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Assess formal correctness in the bibliography, the typographical and linguistic aspects of thesis.
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III. FINAL EVALUATION AND PROPOSAL OF CLASSIFICATION

Summarize aspects of the thesis that most influenced your final evaluation.

I was nominated as supervisor for time period 19.2.2018-23.2.2018 to help him to complete his thesis due to absence of head supervisor dr. Moravec. Mr. Elhosiny did plenty of experimental work and he got plenty of valuable data. Nevertheless, the quality of thesis fully corresponds with a time press to submit the thesis. A strong support was needed during consultations to finish thesis in such a submitted state of art. The thesis is at a minimum professional level that can be accepted like bachelor thesis of practical bachelor.

Based on its quality and student´s level during preparation of the thesis, me undersigned Lukas Kratky, I evaluate it as the supervisor by the grade E – sufficient.
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